
Green Stuff Industries 
Modular Ruin Terrain, 10mm Scale 

MRT-10mm 

 

Set up destroyed structures or create ruin terrain of nearly any size with this clever kit.  Assembly and painting is a 

snap!  Each kit allows you to create one 7” by 5” single level ruin and includes four extra detail pieces to help 

make each ruin unique! 

 

You will need a hobby knife, a fine file, and PVA glue to assemble this wooden MDF kit.  Each set requires 44  

(1/8” round by 1/16” deep) neodymium magnets to fully magnetize. 

 

READ THE ENTIRE INSTRUCTION SET BEFORE BEGINNING ASSEMBLY!!! 

 

NOTE ON MAGNETIZING THIS KIT: It is recommended to make one of the finished parts a “Master” for 

magnetization purposes.  Once you have magnetized it correctly, write an “M” on the bottom of this part.  It can be 

used to help ensure the magnetic poles on the other parts match across the entire set. 

 

Alternatively, GSI has included a magnetization tool to assist you.  Securely glue a stacked pair (2) of 1/8” by 

1/16” round magnets into the tool.  When inserting the Top or Right magnet (while facing/looking in to the hole 

for the 

magnet), be sure the “Top/Right” lettering on the tool is visible.  When inserting the Bottom or Left magnets 

(while facing/looking in to the hole for the magnet), the “Top/Right” lettering should be hidden. 

 

Questions or comments can be directed to 

tentaclemaker@gmail.com 

greenstuffindustries.com 
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